
[a real column from Slate.com – counseling from common 
sense...sometimes handed to my students after they attempt a counseling 
simulation involving an extreme prenup] 
 
 
Dear Prudie: 
Colorado Springs, Colo.: After six years of dating, my fiance proposed several 
months ago and our wedding is planned for July. I was ecstatic and blissful. We 
discussed a prenup before the engagement and both agreed it would be beneficial ... 
until he actually presented it to me. Now I feel slapped in the face. For background, 
he is wealthy (upward of $3 million). I am employed and stable (worth about 
$75,000). Neither of us has children. This prenup states that neither of us will be 
executors of the other's estate, that I agree to receive no life insurance benefit, and 
that in the event of divorce I will accept a total sum of $2,000. Essentially, after 20 
years of marriage, he could leave me with about 0.1 percent of his current worth. I 
know I need to speak with an attorney, but I am mortified to tell anyone what my 
fiance thinks about me. When I attempt to discuss the issue with my fiance, he calls 
me a liar and a gold-digger. This hurts because I am neither, but it feels like this 
prenup prevents us from ever building a life together. Should I run from the man I 
love?  
 
Emily Yoffe: Who's the beneficiary of his life insurance policy, the dog? It's rather 
odd that after six years together you are just finding out that your fiance is 
financially controlling and punitive, but there it is. Maybe once he sat down with a 
lawyer, his brain switched from romance to litigation, and he lost sight of the fact 
that you two hope to never have to exercise the divorce contingency. Yes, you need 
your own attorney, and maybe a couples counselor, since your justifiable objections 
to the prenup have your boyfriend calling you abusive names. Put the wedding on 
hold until you resolve all the issues that have been stirred up. 
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